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Abstract
The aim of the paper is to improve self-dependent health care for patients who need to depend on themselves for
their daily health needs through technology.
With many patients and householders taking regular medicine which doesn’t require any formal prescription,
this solution will be helpful to those people.
The main working of project has a cloud service provider through which we deploy our application to run the
result.
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Automation is a key process of working of any software or hardware or any IT Component. It allows
zero touch points to extract data or any log. The same quality of automation is applied from a business
perspective to a home ground perspective by automating a standard issue in our home- medicine data. The
software automatically takes the information of the medicine, it’s number of doses and its expiry date. Based on
the type of alert we require, we can configure it to send either a SMS or an e-mail.
The automation provides instant medication details even in the remotest of the locations geographically
due to the cloud infrastructure available to remotest of the users due to regional end points and low latency.
The medicine alerts are timed accordingly so that it can deliver the data in a proper fashion.
1.1.1

AWS Cloud Platform
AWS is a cloud software provider, developed by Amazon Inc. AWS is a wholly owned subsidiary
which develops a cloud platform to deploy applications. AWS has a wide array of features ranging from VDI to
databases such as SQL, NoSQL etc., .These features allow the cloud end user customers to harness the ability of
micro-services and service oriented architecture. This allows business users to quickly plan configure, deploy
and scale enterprise grade applications meeting tense business requirements. AWS has a very unique payment
procedure known as pay-as-you-go in which by paying only the required runtime costs, we can therefore
eliminate the upfront costs of managing a server farm or any other on-premises infrastructure which has tons
and tons of upfront costs such as physical security, lease of the land, cooling, power, racks and cabling and
many more. All of this could be avoided just by using a cloud service provider which has the ability to provide
all the features of the IT infrastructure and that too at a very low and affordable cost.
1.1.2. On-Premises Solution
On Premises solution involves of using physical it infrastructure components and applications such as servers,
racks, power cables, cooling setup, low latency network access and fault tolerant connectivity.
The steps used for implementing on premise solution were as follows:
i. Components selection.
ii. Server patching and upgrades.
iii. Installing software applications and packages.
iv. Implementation of the low latency data transfer system.
v. Perform IAT and UAT testing before pushing to the prod environment.
vi. Implementing fault tolerance testing.
vii. Ensure automation for the data.
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Figure1: On Premises Medicine Repository Solution.
1.2

DISADVANTAGES
The major disadvantages of on-premises solution are:
I.
Fault tolerant
II.
Low bandwidth
III.
High latency
IV.
No data duplication and automated backup
V.
More Capital expenses and less operational expenses.
These disadvantages make the solution less reliable and prone to many errors. In case of deploying the
same solution on large scale enterprise grade resolution wherein many users try to access the application causes
the applications to be subjected to false DDOS attacks thereby the software application to crash.
Moreover the amount of capital expenses required to run such application using just on premises
infrastructure makes it an expensive affair.
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM

(i)

Introduction to the proposed system
The proposed system includes the implementation of a cloud based automated messaging system built
on AWS well architected framework. It uses AWS SNS (Simple Notification Service) to notify the end-users
patients of the related data. The notification service builds the data message using AWS API gateway
architecture. The data once it’s obtained from the database, it is then forwarded to the SNS from where it takes
the data to be sent to the patients or the end-users. The proposed solution is also HIPAA compliant which means
that the data residing in the software’s databases would be deleted at the request of the patient who wishes to
have privacy. With cloud service based infrastructure it allows healthcare companies to plan, configure deploy
and scale the application meeting challenging business requirements.
(ii) Requirements
The major requirements for this project are:
1. AWS Cloud Root User Account Access
2.

Python scripting – 3.11.10

3.

HIPAA Compliance Document
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(ii) Proposed Solution Architecture
The solution architecture consists of a ec2-light sail instance. It consists of the software which has
been deployed.
The data will be residing in a RDS instance, also known as Relational Database Service instance
backed by MySQL server. For end users and other healthcare professionals using this application, can refer to
the HIPAA compliance documentation by referring to the AWS Artifact, which is a service storing all the
information related to the solution architecture, compliance and privacy and law statements regarding the geopolitical information of the software.

Figure 5:Proposed Solution Architecture
III. CONCLUSION
It was observed that the software was able to accurately provide the data based on the notification
settings enabled by the users to receive information about the medicines available for use and their expiry date.
The medicines that have number of doses prescribed and authorized by a healthcare professional has
been taken from the database and messaging API is constructed using AWS SNS. The SNS would be giving the
right information to the end user or the patient who will be using the information for managing their medication.
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